Abstract. We introduce the concept of generalized Finite Element Method (gFEM) for the numerical treatment of homogenization problems. These problems are characterized by highly oscillatory periodic (or patchwise periodic) pattern in the coefficients of the differential equation and their solutions exhibit a multiple scale behavior: a macroscopic behavior superposed with local characteristics at micro length scales . The gFEM is based on two-scale FE spaces that are obtained by augmenting the standard polynomial FE spaces with problem dependent, non-polynomial micro shape functions that reflect the oscillatory behavior of the solution. Our choice of micro-scale shape functions is motivated by a new class of representations formulas for the solutions on unbounded domains, which are based on an assumption of scale separation and generalized Fourier inversion integrals. Under analiticity assumptions on the input data, gFEM converges robustly and exponentially. The micro-shape functions obtained from the representation formula are solutions to suitable unit-cell problems. In the gFEM, they are obtained in the start-up phase of the calculations by solving numerically these unit-cell problems. Different choices of the micro shape functions are possible within the framework of the gFEM and we also analyze gFEM based on micro shape functions obtained from the theory of Bloch waves. Numerical results for one-dimensional and twodimensional problems corroborate our theoretical results.
Introduction
We consider the Finite Element approximation of the classical elliptic homogenization problem: (2) Here, the set [le = [l~n [l is defined as the intersection of a bounded Lipschitz domain [l and the infinite periodic lattice of width e given by [l~:= e[loo, [loo: = U (27rk + Q), kEZ" and 0 C Y := [-7f,7f] n, aoLipschitz, is the unit-cell. We assume t hat n c = is connecte d. The case when Q f [-7f, 7f ] n and t he interior bounda ry of 0 is merely piecewise smooth models problems where t he material has holes or rigid inclusions. If 0 = [-7f ,7f ] n, t hen n c = n. Under these assumpt ions , the domain n c is a bounded, connected subset of IR n with boundary an c and associated boundary operator B which may be eit her the t race operato r or th e conormal derivative operator. In elect rostatics, for example, U C is the electrostatic potential, a C repr esents t he dielectric permittivity matrix and the par ameter c describ es th e size of t he material heterogeneiti es. Since E is small compared to t he size of n, we have a problem with multi ple scales: a macroscopic one (the size of the sample n) and a microscopic one (the size of the heterogeneities, given by c). Th e heterogeneities are assumed to be periodicall y distributed, i.e., aC(x ) = a(x /c), a~(x) = ao(x/c) and th e coefficients a(·) := (apq ('))pq E L=(lRn)~y':nn, ao(-) E L= (lR n ) are 27f-period ic functions in each vari able. It is also assumed that there exist positive constants /0, / 1 > 0 such that n /0 "1T"1~L apq (~)"1p"1q~/1 "1T"1 , 'V"1 E IR n , for a.e.~E IR n , (3) p,q=l /0~ao(~)~/ 1, for a.e.~E IR n.
Under t hese assumpt ions, problem (1), (2) admits a unique solut ion.
In t his work, we consider numerical solut ion of (1), (2) by t he Fin ite Element Method (FEM). After discussing t he scale-resolution requirement for standard FEM, we design in Section 2 generalized FEM which allow to resolve the e scale of t he solution without mesh refinement down to scale c. These generalized FEM are built from a macroscopic mesh together with a 'microscopic' FE-space M~of s-periodic function s at tached to each macroscopic degree of freedom. Several possible choices of M~are conceivable and t he perform ance of t he generalized FEM st rongly depends on t he choice of t he micro-sp ace. The specific choice of M~will be determined by t he regular ity of the exact solut ion U C • From classical homogenizati on t heory, rather complet e asy mptotic expansions as e --+ 0 of the exact solut ion U C are available. The profiles in these expansions could, in prin ciple, be used in t he const ruction of M~. Here, we shall use a repr esent ation of th e solution in te rms of a (generalized) Fourier integral. This is present ed in Section 3 together with a methodology for deriving s-dependent FE-spaces which allow robust (i.e. uniform in t he scale c) exponent ial convergence to t he exact solution. The Fouri er representation allows for new two-scale regulari ty est imates for t he soluti on U C which are robust and explicit in e (see [28] ) and which, in t urn, lead to the design of generalized FEM which allow for robust and opti ma l (in te rms of t he regulari ty of t he data) convergence rates. We present here
